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Abstract
Charge distribution in insulators has received considerable attention but still poses great
scientific challenges, largely due to a current lack of firm knowledge about the nature and
speciation of charges. Recent studies using analytical microscopies have shown that insulators
contain domains with excess fixed ions forming various kinds of potential distribution patterns,
which are also imaged by potential mapping using scanning electric probe microscopy. Results
from the authors’ laboratory show that solid insulators are seldom electroneutral, as opposed to
a widespread current assumption. Excess charges can derive from a host of charging
mechanisms: excess local ion concentration, radiochemical and tribochemical reactions added
to the partition of hydroxonium and hydronium ions derived from atmospheric water. The last
factor has been largely overlooked in the literature, but recent experimental evidence suggests
that it plays a decisive role in insulator charging. Progress along this line is expected to help
solve problems related to unwanted electrostatic discharges, while creating new possibilities for
energy storage and handling as well as new electrostatic devices.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
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1. Introduction

Electrostatic phenomena have been studied for centuries and
results are consolidated, for example, in Maxwell’s treatise [1].
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Electrical charging is present in many important technologies
and processes and it is the basis for everyday applications like
copying machines and laser printers [2], electrets [3, 4] that are
found in a large range of equipment from acoustic transducers
to gas filters [5], electrostatic painting [6], electrospinning [7]
and electrostatic filtration [8].

Fundamental electrostatic concepts are well established
and applications are straightforward for metals [9] and
semiconductors, but not for insulators [10, 11]. In metals,
induction phenomena originate from electron displacement
under the action of an external electric field, forming a
macroscopic electric dipole (or multipole) aligned with the
field on which the solid is immersed. This reasoning is often
implicitly extended to insulators, notwithstanding the slow
charge displacement in these solids. Electron transfer from one
insulator to another has also often been considered as the basis
for contact electrification and triboelectricity.

Uncontrolled electrostatic charging may result in electro-
static accumulation and discharge, thus involving risks. Pump-
ing low-conductivity fluids, e.g. hydrocarbons, leads to charge
accumulation on the fluid that may cause fires [12] or explo-
sions [13]. Charged dielectrics also develop cohesive adhe-
sion forces that may interfere with polymer processing [14]
and affect pharmaceutical formulations during mixing and fill-
ing [15]. Damage to electronic devices [16] is another well-
known problem caused by uncontrolled electrostatic discharge.
All these problems are aggravated by gaps in our understand-
ing of electrostatic charging phenomena.

Currently, no agreement on the nature of charge carriers in
electrified insulators has been achieved [10, 11, 17–22]. In the
past few years, many radically new ideas on charged species
and their formation mechanisms have been presented. Schein’s
important revision of the state of the art [10] stresses the
lack of agreement on this topic. Early in 2008, McCarty and
Whitesides [23] proposed that contact charging in dielectrics
is largely due to partition of hydroxyl ions from water
adsorbed between contacting surfaces. A few months later,
Liu and Bard [24] presented evidence in favour of PTFE
triboelectric charging by free electrons, upon rubbing with
PMMA. There has also been great progress in the related
topic of charge-transfer modelling in insulating polymers,
where concepts from semiconductor physics revealed, for
instance, that amorphous polyethylene has a positive electron
affinity [19].

Trace numbers of charge carriers can generate measurable
electric potentials and large fields adjacent to insulator sur-
faces. Thus, detection of the intervening species is difficult
even using sophisticated current analytical techniques, and re-
cent efforts have relied on rather complex procedures [24, 25].
Even when the charge-bearing species are not identified it is
possible to estimate their excess concentrations (positive or
negative) by using fundamental equations from electrostatics
and the superposition principle [26]. For instance, the ex-
cess charge carrier concentration estimated for electrified pa-
per sheets is about 1 × 10−2 unit charge μm−3 at 10% relative
humidity, but it can produce electrostatic potential as high as
500 V [27]. This helps us to understand why the identifica-
tion and speciation of charged species at insulator surfaces has

been such a big challenge: because the identification of sur-
face species present in concentrations well below 1 ppm (part
per million) is required, but preferably without using photon,
electron or ion beams that can produce a multitude of charged
species by themselves.

Another well known but not well understood aspect of
electrostatic phenomena is the importance of the surrounding
atmosphere [28]. In a recent paper, Hogue et al highlighted
the influence of atmospheric pressure on insulator–insulator
contact charging and presented a model to describe the
phenomenon. The authors propose a two-phase equilibrium
model for surface charge based on ion transfer, which accounts
for the role of atmospheric pressure and moisture layers on
contact charging [29].

On the other hand, Folan et al did not find an effect
of atmospheric water when measuring contact charging of
spherical poly(styrene-divinylbenzene) copolymer particles in
contact with a Ni surface. Their results indicate approximately
constant charging, independent of the amount of water in the
particle under ambient or a dry nitrogen atmosphere [30]. The
opposite would be expected for an ion-transfer mechanism.

A recent report from Németh et al [31] describes the
effect of water adsorption on polymer contact charging.
Solvatochromic probes [32, 33] were used to characterize the
Lewis acid–base properties as well as the polarity of solid
surfaces [34] and the results were compared to triboelectric
charging experiments under relative humidities lower than
10%. Linear correlation was found between the surface charge
density and the solvatochromic data, suggesting an electron
pair charge-transfer mechanism between two particles. The
authors concluded [31] that the water dependent charging
mechanisms overlay the fundamental charge formation process
by electron pair transfer reactions. Thus, it seems that there are
many relevant mechanisms for insulator charging depending
on the procedure used.

1.1. Charge detection methods for insulators

Several methods for charge detection in insulators have
been proposed and they can be roughly divided into
methods to detect spatial distribution of charges across the
materials or to map surface charges. Bulk techniques
can be subdivided into a few major groups: (i) methods
based on thermal diffusion [35], such as thermal pulse
(TP) [36], thermal step pulse (TSP) [37] and laser intensity
modulation (LIMM) [38, 39]; (ii) methods that monitor
propagation of pressure waves [40], e.g. laser induced pulse
pressure (LIPP) [41], pressure wave propagation (PWP) [42],
piezoelectrically induced pressure step (PIPS) [43], pulsed
electroacoustic (PEA) [44], non-structured acoustic pulse
(NSAPM) [45] and acoustic probes [46]; and (iii) electro-optic
methods based on the Pockels [47] and Kerr [48] effects.

Techniques for surface charge detection are mainly based
on macroscopic or microscopic probes, such as: (i) methods
based on electrostatic potential measurements, e.g. the Kelvin
method [49], and (ii) microscopic methods such as Kelvin
force microscopy (KFM) [50–52], electric force microscopy
(EFM) [53–55] and the mirror effect in scanning electron
microscopy (SEM-mirror) [56, 57].
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Thermal and pressure wave methods have been used
complementarily in studies of polymer electrets [58–60] and
PWP was used [61] to measure charge distribution under
irradiation and near-vacuum conditions [62]. Thermal-
pulse tomography allowed three-dimensional imaging of
space charge and polarization distributions [63], while
LIMM [64] was used to obtain space charge profiles
for oxides and polymer insulators used in high field
applications [38, 39, 65–68].

Electro-optical methods are based on the interaction of
polarized light with the electric field created by charged
dielectrics. Methods based on the Pockels [47, 69] effect are
mainly used on crystalline transparent solids, while those based
on the Kerr effect are used for dielectric liquids [48]. Those
methods can be applied to some solid materials [70] but in very
special conditions.

For further information on space charge detection
in dielectrics, the comprehensive review by Ahmed and
Srinivas [71] is suggested.

The present work is a review of results obtained in the
authors’ laboratory, with a focus on the identification and
speciation of charges that required an emphasis in analytical
and microscopic techniques. A discussion of these techniques
is presented together with unprecedented electrostatic charging
phenomena. Many examples of charge distributions in
insulators and the respective mechanisms for charge build-up
and dissipation are also discussed.

2. Experimental methods

Our approach to the problem of charge distribution in
insulators emphasized the question of the nature of the involved
charges. Techniques that provide analytical information with
high spatial resolution were prioritised since the initial steps of
this work [72, 73], especially analytical transmission electron
microscopy based on electron energy-loss spectroscopy (ESI-
TEM, EELS) and scanning probe microscopy techniques
(SPM), based on electric force (EFM) and potential (KFM,
SEPM) measurements.

Fundamentals and a critical evaluation of these experi-
mental methods are presented in this section.

2.1. Analytical transmission electron microscopy and
elemental imaging

Electron spectroscopy imaging in the transmission electron
microscope (ESI-TEM) is a technique based on electron
energy loss due to inelastic scattering that allows sample
elemental mapping with nanometre resolution [74–76]. When
the electron beam passes through a sample, it interacts
with different elements, producing all the usual effects
with characteristic cross-sections. Non-scattered electrons
contribute largely to the formation of bright-field images,
diffracted electrons provide crystallographic information and
inelastic scattering gives rise to x-rays and also to inelastically
scattered electrons that are analysed using electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) methods.

Inelastic electrons with different energies can be separated
using different types of monochromators, as the Omega and

Castaing–Henry–Ottensmeyer filters. In the latter, electrons
are deflected by a prism–mirror system to different angles,
so that only electrons with well-defined energies are selected
at the exit slit and can be used for imaging within an
analytical energy-filtered transmission electron microscope
(EFTEM). Elastic scattered electrons (�E = 0 eV) yield
transmission images with reduced chromatic aberration, while
monochromatic inelastic scattered electrons are used to create
electron spectroscopy images (ESI). Their contrast depends on
the energy-loss spectrum from the imaged area and thus on
the spatial fluctuations of concentration of a particular chosen
element [77, 78].

This technique has many attractive features, especially
compared to competing techniques based on the analysis
of x-rays produced concurrently by the electron beam [79].
First, it is very sensitive and it is even considered a ‘single
atom technique’ [80, 81]. Furthermore, its sensitivity for
light elements makes it suitable for studying many common
insulators like polymers and silica films, as opposed to
techniques based on x-ray spectroscopy.

It can also be used to identify nanocrystallites by plasmon
imaging, but with a much higher quality than usual diffractive
dark-field imaging [82].

Its main shortcoming is the inability to directly map
hydrogen atoms in molecules or ions, and these have an
important role in insulator charging, as shown in section 2.2.
Two other limitations are common to any TEM technique:
experiments are done under high vacuum, and very thin
samples are required (typically about 40 nm) to avoid multiple
scattering events. However, recent work from this laboratory
shows that useful information can be obtained from thick
samples by imaging with inelastic electrons: details of the
morphology as well as chemical composition are obtained even
in samples more than 100 nm thick [83].

The TEM images presented here were acquired using
a Carl Zeiss CEM-902 transmission electron microscope
equipped with a Castaing–Henry–Ottensmeyer energy filter
spectrometer. Different setups for image acquisition were used,
starting with a silicon target intensifier used in the late 1980s,
upgraded to a Proscan high-speed slow-scan CCD camera, first
controlled by an Analysis 3.0 system and now by an iTEM
platform. At the time of writing, the acquisition of a new
instrument is under way.

Sample preparation can be very simple: in the case of
dispersed particles in water, a droplet of the liquid sample
is deposited on carbon-coated Parlodion films supported on
mesh copper grids and allowed to dry at room temperature.
Solid samples have to be cut in an ultramicrotome, often under
cryogenic conditions.

Image processing comprises one of the most important
parts of this work. A typical procedure is given in this
example [84]: a set of 38–42 images was acquired in the region
of the EELS absorption edge for each element of interest, with
a 6 V energy window and an energy step of 2.5 eV between
the images. This set of images was used to define three
energy windows used for elemental mapping. Two images
were recorded at energies below the absorption threshold and
used for fitting the background with a chosen function, while
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Figure 1. Bright-field (BF) micrograph of polystyrene latex particles and elemental maps of the same field, obtained by ESI-TEM for carbon
(blue), oxygen (red), sodium (green) and sulfur (brown). The last picture is a superposition of the sodium and sulfur maps (Na + S).

the third image was obtained using an energy window set
at the absorption band. The final elemental map image was
obtained by background subtraction from the third image and
it was checked for signal saturation. Each elemental map was
validated by three independent checks: (i) contrast inversion in
the 20–30 eV region, (ii) spectral verification, by acquisition of
the energy-loss spectra, and (iii) absence of signal saturation.

Elemental images are obtained for all relevant elements
found in each sample. In polymers, often-used monochromatic
electrons correspond to the carbon K-edge, oxygen K-edge,
sulfur L3-edge, potassium L3-edge and sodium L3-edge.
Brighter areas on the maps correspond to element-rich regions.
Images can also be pseudo-coloured by image processing
software for better visualization of the element distribution.

Representative examples of ESI-TEM micrographs are
given in figure 1 for particles of polystyrene latex (PS). The use
of this technique revealed that the concentration of simple ions
(Na+, K+, RSO−

4 , Cl− among others) shows significant spatial
variations at the surface and also in the bulk of insulators. Most
examined particles showed a core-and-shell structure derived
from an uneven distribution of cations and anions, in contrast
with the often assumed electroneutrality. These unexpected
results were later confirmed by direct electrical measurements,
as described in section 4.

In particular, PS latex particles show a homogeneous
carbon distribution along their spherical structures, while
sulfate anions (represented by oxygen and sulfur) are
concentrated in the particle’s inner core and cations (Na+

and K+) are distributed through the particle, causing charge
imbalance. In the pseudo-colour images in figure 1, sodium-
rich shells and sulfur-rich cores can be observed.

2.2. The Kelvin method for electrostatic potential
measurements

The Kelvin method [85] is largely used for measuring electric
potentials without physical contact with the sample. In 1932
this method was combined with a vibrating capacitor [86] for
the development of an apparatus based on the compensation
of the capacitance current between the vibrating reference
electrode and the surface to be investigated [50, 87]. In a
parallel-plate capacitor, the periodic displacement of a plate at
a frequency ω generates current given by equation (1).

i(t) = VCPDω�C cos(ωt) (1)

where VCPD is the potential difference between the plates
and �C is the change in capacitance during the electrode
displacement.

VCPD is measured by applying a DC potential to a
reference electrode oscillating over a surface, until the AC
electrode current falls to zero. The DC potential applied to
the vibrating reference electrode is then equal to the potential
generated by fixed charges at the surface.

Great progress in the study of electrostatic patterns on
insulator surfaces was achieved following the introduction of
Kelvin scanning electrostatic voltmeters with various degrees
of spatial resolution. These systems, based on Kelvin force
microscopy (KFM) or scanning electric potential microscopy
(SEPM), are especially useful since their 10 nm lateral
resolution is within the macromolecular or nanoparticle size
range. These will be discussed in detail in section 2.3.

The Kelvin method using macroscopic or microscopic
electrodes has been used in the study of corrosion [88, 89],
adsorption [90], semiconductors and metals [51, 91–96],
surface contamination [97], charge pattern imaging on thin
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Figure 2. Schematic set-up of the scanning electric potential
microscope. Adapted from [84].

film electrets [98–100] and nanopatterned surfaces [101, 102]
as well as dielectric solids [103–110], thin films [111, 112],
analysis of charged domains in carbon nanotubes [113]
and in bioelectrochemistry for the characterization of living
cells [114]. There is now growing interest in its application
to a host of scientific problems.

2.3. Scanning electric potential microscopy
(SEPM)/Kelvin force microscopy (KFM)

Scanning electric potential imaging is a scanning probe
microscopy mode derived from non-contact AFM. It has the
capability to map electrostatic potential variations on the
sample surface [50, 51, 115, 116]. The technique is based on
the Kelvin method, except that electrostatic forces acting on
the cantilever are measured instead of AC currents [50]. The
probe tip is converted into a Kelvin electrode by coating it with
platinum and connecting it to DC and AC (40–70 kHz) power
supplies. The DC power supply is used to bias the electrode,
while the AC one introduces an alternating force component
in the cantilever, which depends on the potential deriving from
fixed charges of the sample. For this reason, this microscopy
mode is now often known as Kelvin force microscopy (KFM).
In figure 2 there is a scheme showing the basic set-up of an
electric potential microscope.

The probe scans 10 nm above the sample surface and
it experiences changes in the electrostatic interaction with
the surface whenever the potential from the fixed charges on
the sample differs from the tip potential. This interaction is
nullified by varying the DC voltage applied to the tip so that the
same potential is measured in both the tip and the sample [91].
The surface electric potential depends on the working functions
in metals, and on the dopant concentration in semiconductors.
In insulators, it depends mostly on fixed charges at the sample
surface and within its bulk, including adsorption layers on the
sample. The KFM or SEPM technique can thus in principle be
used to obtain information on all these parameters [50].

Topography and electric potential images are simulta-
neously obtained. During scanning, the probe mechanical
oscillation is monitored by a four-quadrant photodetector and

analysed by two feedback loops. The first loop controls the
tip–sample distance, while scanning the surface at constant
oscillation amplitude. The AC voltage applied to keep this
oscillation constant is converted into height units and used to
form the topography image.

The second loop is used for surface potential measure-
ments. A lock-in amplifier changes the DC tip bias in order
to cancel the phase shift in the mechanical oscillation com-
ponent of the AC signal. The DC voltage value used to zero
the electric field between the tip and the sample at each pixel
is converted to a grey-level or colour-coded scale to build the
electric potential image.

KFM images presented in this work were obtained in a
Topometrix Discoverer microscope or in a Shimadzu SPM-
9600 instrument equipped with an environmental chamber.

Typical micrographs are presented in figure 3. AFM and
KFM images for poly(styrene-co-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
(PS-HEMA) dry latex show significant differences: the AFM
image (left) shows rather uniform packed particles with some
surface protrusions, while the KFM image (right) shows that
particle cores are more negative than their shells and also that
there is significant variation of potential, and thus of excess
charge concentration among neighbouring areas.

2.3.1. Simulation of KFM micrographs: measured electric
potential distribution versus electric charge model distribution.
The electric potential created at any point adjacent to an
electrostatically patterned surface can be calculated using the
principle of superposition [26]. This is very useful to show how
different potential patterns measured for the same fixed charge
distribution depend on the probe–surface distance. A simple
example is a neutral disc carrying negative charges enclosed in
a ring of positive charges, as shown in figure 4. The calculation
procedure was described in previous work [109].

Figure 5 presents the electric potential pattern as a
function of the distance between the probe and the particle.
The maps change markedly: at a distance equivalent to the
probe diameter (10 nm) the potential pattern closely resembles
the charge distribution, but at 100 nm the positive area looks
wider and at 1 μm only negative potentials are detected. This
is very intriguing, because it shows that an electroneutral object
may be detected as if it were negative, at some distance.
For this reason, detailed conclusions from KFM imaging can
only be drawn by comparing micrographs to simulated charge
distributions [109].

2.4. Electric force microscopy (EFM)

Electric force microscopy is another imaging mode that uses
the conventional non-contact AFM set-up. However, it
measures the electric field gradient distribution above the
sample surface. A Pt-coated probe is also used, but in this case
the tip is under constant bias, so that electrostatic interaction
with the surface charges varies with local charge concentration.
The measurement is performed in two steps: a line close to the
surface (typically 10 nm) is first scanned to measure sample
topography and then the same line is scanned but at about
60 nm. Topographic information is used in the second scan
to track the probe at a constant height.
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Figure 3. AFM (left) and KFM (right) images of PS-HEMA dry latex. Both images were obtained simultaneously from the same sample area.

Figure 4. Model of electric charge distribution for simulating electrostatic potential measurements: the model is a neutral disc with evenly
distributed negative charges enclosed within a ring of positive charges. The map is divided into 41 pixels × 41 pixels. The disc contains −4
charges per pixel (3412 total negative charges), while the ring contains 64 pixels with +36 positive charges each, 20 pixels with +35 positive
charges each and 12 pixels with +34 positive charges each (3412 total positive charges), arranged symmetrically.

In the first scan, the interacting forces are dominated by
short-range van der Waals interactions, while in the second
one electrostatic interactions predominate, due to their lower
dependence on the distance. As the tip crosses over an
electrically charged region, the resonance frequency and the
phase of the cantilever both change due to charge induction to
the tip. The phase shift is then detected by a lock-in amplifier
and used to form the electric force image.

EFM images presented here were obtained in a
Topometrix Discoverer microscope using Pt-coated silicon
nitride cantilevers with resonance frequency between 70 and
99 kHz and stiffness constant in the 1.8–5.2 N m−1 range.

2.5. Contribution of scanning probe techniques

Scanning probe techniques revealed much new and often
unexpected information on electric charge distribution in
insulators. Every scanned sample showed regular or complex

charge patterns, and in some cases these are quite different
from previous ideas. Together with potential maps acquired
using macroscopic Kelvin electrodes, microscopic techniques
revealed that electroneutrality is not a normal characteristic of
condensed matter, at not least in the range of a few nanometres
up to many centimetres, and probably in any size range
considered.

In many cases, analytical TEM and scanning probe
techniques were mutually validated, since excess charges and
excess ion concentrations were determined independently at
the same areas in a solid. However, SPM has a great advantage
over TEM: images can be acquired under a large number of
experimental atmospheric conditions that are inaccessible to
TEM. Moreover, charge and potential detection is extremely
sensitive compared to any chemical–analytical technique:
excess charge concentrations as low as 10−10 mol l−1 or 10−5

part per million (for a 100 g mol−1 substance) are detected, a
range out of reach of even powerful analytical techniques.
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Figure 5. Electric potential maps generated by the same charge
distribution on an electroneutral model particle for different distances
(z-axis) between the probe and the particle: (a) 10 nm; (b)100 nm
and (c) 1 μm. Particle size in the (x–y plane) is 1 × 1 μm2.

Complex charge patterns are in turn associated with large
potential gradients at insulator surfaces and in their vicinity.
These can be easily calculated as the derivative of the potential
profiles extracted from KFM images. For example, for the
potential distribution of PS-HEMA shown in figure 3, potential
profiles along two lines (line 1 and line 2, chosen in the
middle upper and lower parts of the figure) are shown in
figure 6 together with the calculated potential gradients in a
range from −50 to +50 kV m−1. Higher gradient potentials in
excess of ±10 MV m−1 and 4 MV m−1 were found in Stöber
silica and aluminium phosphate particles, respectively [117].
These are quite high value considering the values required
for the ionization of the atmosphere and thus for the onset
of electrostatic discharge [118]. This certainly has important

consequences for the understanding of insulator charging,
discharging and the onset of sparks in insulators.

3. Processes and mechanisms for build-up and
dissipation of insulator charge

3.1. Contact between different phases and triboelectricity

Contact between metals is followed by electron transfer and
interfacial charging with a polarity determined by the work
functions of the contacting phases. This has also been more
or less explicitly assumed as the main reason for the Maxwell
effect in dielectrics, whereby contact between different phases
causes charge separation at the interface. This idea was
extended as far as being presented in [119, 120] as the
major source for electrostatic adhesion in any solids, but the
discussion on this adhesion mechanism faded many years
ago [121, 122].

Triboelectricity experiments by Thales of Miletus 2500
years ago were the starting point of electrical science. The
first classification of electrified bodies was also connected
to mechanical behaviour, distinguishing ‘rubbery’ from
‘resinous’ electricity [123]. The relationship between contact
electricity and triboelectricity is still poorly defined, since
contact presumes at least mild mechanical action, but there
are some efforts to distinguish these two types of charging.
A complicating factor is that tribology is by itself an area
with many more problems than solutions and the present
authors believe that every tribology problem in insulators has
an important electrostatic component.

The phase composition and, in particular, the surface com-
position is modified by dust particles, additives, contaminants
and thin water layers, which increases the complexity of con-
tact charging events, as characterized by Schein’s statement:
‘creating a reproducible surface and obtaining experimental re-
producibility among laboratories has been a challenge’ [10].

Electrostatic charging due to contact has often been
summed up in triboelectric series that were critically
analysed [124] by Diaz et al who concluded that polymer
contact charging develops from proton or ion transfer between
the contacting surfaces. This idea was challenged by Liu and
Bard, who found that the negative charges produced in PTFE
after rubbing with PMMA are electrons [24].

However, triboelectricity extends much further than ion or
electron transfer phenomena, notwithstanding the importance
of these. Generation of high-energy electrons in the breaking
of solids has been known for decades [125] and a dramatic
example appeared recently: peeling common adhesive tape in
a moderate vacuum produces radio and visible emission along
with x-ray pulses that are correlated to stick–slip peeling events
and can be used as a source for x-ray imaging. According to
these authors [126], ‘the limits on energies and flash widths
that can be achieved are beyond current theories of tribology’.
This shows that the use of the ‘triboplasma’ concept developed
by Heinicke [125] should be disseminated.

Friction, peeling, breaking and other mechanical actions
can thus have a powerful role in producing high-energy
unstable species such as ions from polyolefines and free-
radicals that can further react producing ions. Vigorous
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Figure 6. Potential profiles (left) along two lines extracted from the KFM image of PS-HEMA dry film in figure 5 and the respective
calculated electric fields (right).

tribochemical action should thus receive the same attention
as ionizing radiation in creating excess charges in otherwise
stable molecular solids and liquids. Moreover, in both cases
ion formation can take place within the insulating solid bulk as
well as in its surface.

3.2. Ionizing radiation

The effects of ionizing radiation on macromolecules have been
extensively studied [127] and they have been used for making
a large number of sophisticated materials, including hybrid
compounds and ceramics [128, 129].

X-rays and electron beams are used to trigger a number
of reactions initiated by breaking covalent bonds and forming
free-radicals and ions, that have in turn been used to make
electrets [130]. It is thus not surprising that electrets are also
damaged by x-rays or electron beams [131].

Das-Gupta and colleagues studied the effect of gamma
radiation on the surface charge decay of corona-charged
polyethylene, polypropylene and poly(ether ether ketone)
(PEEK) [132, 133]. Significant differences were observed in
the magnitude of charge density values for PEEK immediately
after the cessation of corona charging. Irradiated polymers
presented lower initial charge values than unirradiated ones,
while the charge decay profile is the same.

Positive and negative ions also are produced in air, mainly
due to radon and other terrestrial/cosmic radiation sources,
and measuring ion concentration in air indirectly provides a
measure of these sources. For this reason, electrets made out
of electrically charged pieces of Teflon can be used as radiation

meters, collecting ions of opposite sign. However, surprising
results have been reported in the literature [134] and these may
be due to the intervention of other factors in charging and
discharging phenomena. In this case, ion formation can also
take place both within the solid bulk and its surface.

3.3. Corona discharge and other events associated with
atmospheric ionization

Corona discharge is a powerful way to produce atmospheric
ions, together with light and unstable chemicals such as ozone.
Corona is observed in a large number of practical situations in
the laboratory or in the environment, because requirements for
its onset are just a large potential gradient and some ionization
mechanism (photochemical, radiochemical or other) that are
fairly common. Corona discharge produces a flow of positive
or negative ions that migrate through the atmosphere until they
find a surface where they can bind, charging it and eventually
moving to the insulator bulk. This is a convenient way to
impart charge to insulators [135]. On the other hand, corona
ion formation is obviously dependent on the surrounding
atmosphere; consequently these ions show high variability.

Fortunately, information on atmospheric species is
increasing rapidly [136], mostly due to the recent mass
spectrometry sampling techniques suitable for use under
normal atmosphere [137] and to new ionization devices. The
positive reactant ions generated by a new source were similar to
corona ions and they were identified as being solvated protons
of general formula (H2O)nH+, with (H2O)2H+ as the most
abundant species. The negative reactant ions produced were
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mass identified primarily as CO−
3 , NO−

3 , NO−
2 , O−

3 and O−
2 of

various relative intensities [138]. It is thus not surprising that
positive and negative corona discharges may produce rather
different electrification results, beyond charge signal.

At a microscopic level, new ideas on insulator charg-
ing using corona discharge through the air gap be-
tween an AFM tip and a solid surface have been pre-
sented [139, 140]. Negative and positive charges were in-
jected into poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) thin films by
applying voltage pulses with an external generator to the con-
ductive AFM tip while scanning the surface in non-contact
mode. The amount of injected charge depends on the pulse
intensity and on the tip–sample distance. This method allows
electrostatic nanopatterning of the insulator surface, forming
lasting electrets that can be used to direct nanoparticle self-
assembly [140].

3.4. Ion partition

Charging by ion transfer is expected to occur by contact with
a solid containing Arrhenius and Brönsted acids and bases
as well as mobile counter-ions. According to this model,
first proposed by Diaz et al [141, 142], insulators containing
cations and anions with different mobilities at the surface could
transfer the more mobile species to other solids, causing ion–
counter-ion imbalance and surface charging when they are
separated. Two important characteristics of the ion-transfer
model are that the sign of charge acquired by the recipient solid
after contact is always the same as the transferred ion (e.g. H+
transferred from a carboxylate group, –COOH, will result in
a positive charge in the recipient) and that the transferred
ion should be detected in the recipient surface when both are
separated.

This charging mechanism was observed by different
authors in many systems, all involving polymers containing
ionic species from molecular salts or ionomers [100, 141–147].
Diaz verified the ion-transfer model using styrene-butyl
methacrylate random copolymers blended with several
ionomers or molecular salts. Charges acquired by the
polymer powder by contacting to ferrite beads or elastomeric
surfaces agreed with the sign charge predicted by the ion-
transfer model [141]. In another work, this group used x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to show that only the mobile
ion can be detected in the other solid after contact but not the
covalently bound counter-ion [145].

In the case of polystyrene doped with cetylpyridinium
bromide and contacted to an indium surface, the transfer
of the smaller bromide ions across the interface with the
metal was observed by secondary-ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) [146]. Law et al studied the charging mechanism of
styrene–butadiene toner particles covered with caesium 3,5-di-
tert-butylsalicylate (CstBSA), when contacted to metal beads
coated with a polymer mixture (PMMA and PVDF). This is
a model system based on the xerographic developer principle.
The polymeric toner particles acquired negative charge upon
contacting with the polymer-coated beads, while the cation
Cs+ is uniformly detected on the bead surfaces by time-of-
flight SIMS imaging (TOF-SIMS) [147].

Recent work from Whitesides and colleagues describes
the use of the ion-transfer mechanism for the preparation
of ionic electrets, which are materials containing unbalanced
amounts of cations and anions, resulting in a long-lived
electrostatic charge [23, 99, 100]. Polystyrene microspheres
containing covalently bound functional groups (such as
tetraalkylammonium, alkyltriphenylphosphonium, alkyl and
arylsulfonate) and mobile counter-ions transfer some of
their mobile groups in air upon contact and acquire a net
electrostatic charge, which is consistent with the ion-transfer
mechanism. The net charge on each polystyrene sphere
depends on its surface area and on the dielectric constant of
the surrounding gas. The charge density acquired under a SF6

atmosphere was more than twice that under N2.

3.5. Adsorbed water and excess charges in water

The role of water adsorbed on insulator surfaces has been
acknowledged by many authors, and Schröndiger’s PhD thesis
was devoted to this topic [148]. It is often associated with
the following factors: intrinsic water conductivity [149], its
ability to dissolve surface ions and water dipole orientation in
response to external electric fields. The study of adsorption
layers of water on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces
indicates that layer thickness depends on polarization of the
dispersed particles rather than the hydrophobic properties
of the surface [150]. The ability of atmospheric water
to trap charges was used practically in an ingenious way,
creating an atmospheric plasma by trapping corona ions on
fine ice particles dispersed in the air and using these to
suppress electrostatic discharges while handling thermoplastic
pellets [14]. More indirect evidence on the decisive role
of water adsorption on electrostatic charging was given in a
study on the performance of micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) [151].

Recent work from this laboratory [109] showed repro-
ducible electrostatic patterns on a thin film silica surface and
the results were interpreted using a simple mechanism based
on atmospheric water sorption–desorption coupled to charge-
injection from gold electrodes into the silica film [110].

In recent years, Whitesides and collaborators proposed
that contact charging in dielectrics is largely due to the partition
of hydroxyl ions from water adsorbed between contacting
surfaces [23]. Evidence for specific adsorption of OH− groups
at the water–air and water–oil interfaces is well established in
the literature [152].

The following additional hypothesis can still be con-
sidered: electrostatic phenomena under atmospheric con-
ditions have an important contribution from atmospheric
ions [153, 154] as well as from ions generated by charging
adsorbed water at the polymer surface. Atmospheric ions are
charge carriers that migrate under the action of electric fields,
distribute within electric potential gradients according to the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation [155], adsorb on solid and liquid
surfaces and discharge electrochemically on metal and semi-
conductor surfaces. Due to the importance of atmospheric ions
for electrostatic phenomena, techniques that allow their char-
acterization in the gas phase [156], especially under a normal
atmosphere, are of particular interest [137].
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Figure 7. EFM and KFM images of some polymers and inorganic materials [106].

Moreover, adsorbed water under a given potential
V acquires excess concentration of H+ or OH− under
equilibrium, following the definition of the electrochemical
potential:

μi = μ◦
i + RT ln ai + z FV (2)

and the equilibrium condition, μi = μ◦
i .

Many experiments were conceived to test this hypothesis.
A description of an experiment done using cellulose will be
discussed in section 4. In a completely different experiment,
the ability of water to store energy has been recently
demonstrated [157].

3.6. Mechanisms for charge dissipation

The efforts for creating charge accumulation and transfer
in insulators have not been matched by similar efforts to
understand charge dissipation. The dominating idea is
that charges in insulator surfaces disappear due to surface
conductance, but neither the identity of the charge carrying
species nor their mobilities are clear. This is further
complicated by one fact: hydrophobic polymer surfaces
under air in the 20–70% relative humidity range are coated
with layers of water that can reach a few nanometres in
thickness, on the average. However, these are hardly
continuous due to dewetting events [158, 159]. A new
idea is in line with section 3.5 above: charge dissipation
is associated to adsorption and desorption events. In this
case, a surface carrying excess negative charges, for instance,
desorbs [OH(H2O)n]− ions and/or adsorbs [H(H2O)n]+ ions,
exchanging them with the atmosphere and thus showing a net
decrease in the negative charge.

4. Electrostatic patterns in insulators

For the past ten years, many insulating materials were
examined in the authors’ laboratory using the techniques
described in section 2 and the lesson learnt is clear: any
insulator shows more or less complex charge distribution
patterns. These are very stable in some cases, while in others
they respond to various kinds of external stimuli or internal
driving forces. In most cases, the overall solid sample charge
is not equal to zero.

A set of scanning probe micrographs from polymers and
some inorganic materials is shown in figure 7 to exemplify
this complexity and results for some specific materials are
presented in this section.

4.1. Latexes

Latexes are colloidal polymers that can be prepared from
a few constituents in many different ways. The resulting
particles show a large range of sizes, variable morphology
and constituent distribution, which can be easily assessed by
analytical TEM. Moreover, the particles are easily shaped
as films or bulk solids that can be further imaged. For
these reasons, latexes are very convenient for microscopy
examination by various techniques, thus they were often used
during this work.

Analytical TEM and KFM revealed a more or less ordered
distribution of ions and electric potentials in all examined
latex samples. Since the observed ions could be traced
back to the compounds used in the latex synthesis and good
correlation was always found between TEM and KFM images,
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Figure 8. KFM (left) image and elemental maps obtained by ESI-TEM (right) for potassium and sulfur of a self-assembled macrocrystal of
PS-HEMA latex.

Figure 9. KFM images of PS-AAM latex acquired while scanning along two different directions. The alignment of the bright half-shell
pattern is changed when the sample is rotated. Left: 0◦ angle and right: 45◦ angle.

the combination of these techniques provided new insights into
latex samples, at first, and later on the distribution of charges
in other insulators. A few examples follow. All the samples
were analysed in their spontaneous state, no method was used
for external charging of the samples.

4.1.1. Poly(styrene-co-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PS-
HEMA) latex film. Figure 3 in section 2 presents AFM
and KFM images for PS-HEMA dry latex. Latex synthesis
is initiated by potassium persulfate and proceeds in aqueous
emulsion in the absence of surfactant [160]. The particles
in dispersion present an approximately spherical morphology
but they are deformed upon drying due to capillary adhesion
forces. Particle surfaces are not smooth and many protrusions
can be observed. The KFM image shows a core–shell
structure, with particle shells being more positive than their
bulk. Each particle shows large electrical heterogeneity and the
surface protrusions appear more negative than the surrounding
lower surfaces. Previous analytical TEM work from this
laboratory [161] showed that the negative charges result from
the initiator sulfate residues attached to the polymer chains,

which are spread through the inner part of the dry latex
particles. On the other hand, potassium counter-ions cluster at
the particle’s outer layers, making a narrow shell with excess
positive charge.

Potassium and sulfur maps for PS-HEMA dry latex are
presented in figure 8, together with a KFM micrograph (left)
of the same latex. Excellent correlation is observed between
potential distribution and the location of their respective charge
carrier ions.

4.1.2. Dipole formation in poly(styrene-co-acrylamide) PS-
AAM latex. Figure 9 presents KFM images of poly(styrene-
co-acrylamide), a latex produced by surfactant-free emulsion
copolymerization of styrene (S) and acrylamide (AAM). PS-
AAM latex shows a regular pattern of domains with excess
electric charges: the cores are more negative (darker) than the
shells, but the brighter shells always appear thicker on one side
of the particles. Unexpected observations such as this must
always be verified for imaging artefacts. In this experiment,
image acquisition was repeated after rotating the sample 45◦

11
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Figure 10. AFM (left) and KFM (right) images of the SB latex film on mica. (a)–(c) Images obtained on different areas of the same SB latex
film.

in relation to the first scan (figure 9, right). The bright lines
corresponding to positive domains also rotated for the same
angle, eliminating the hypothesis of an artefact due to scanning
anisotropy or tip asymmetry.

Thus, a particle dried over the mica forms a dipole, and
this is aligned with the substrate crystallographic axis [162].
This behaviour was explained considering that: (i) latex
particles are plastic electric multipoles or dipoles and (ii) the
mica surface is anisotropic.

4.1.3. Heterogeneity in styrene–butadiene (SB) latex
films. Styrene–butadiene latex is also obtained by emulsion

polymerization. Figure 10 shows AFM and KFM images
for different areas of the SB latex film [163]. Electric
potential patterns analysed in this work are highly variable,
showing a large degree of particle heterogeneity. A number
of interesting observations are made: the AFM micrograph
in figure 10(a) shows deformed particles packed in hexagonal
(left rectangle) or cubic arrays (right rectangle). The KFM
image presents a faint contrast analogous to AFM contrast but
sprinkled with negative spots. Another region of the film (AFM
image in figure 10(b)) shows deformed hexagons with marked
electric polarization in the KFM image. Finally, figure 10(c)
presents AFM and KFM images from a third film area. The
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Figure 11. Illustration of the sample mounting drawn over an AFM
image. Clear areas are coated with gold while dark areas are bare
silica. External wiring is connected to the bus gold stripes at both
sides of the figure. One electrode set is always grounded and the
other is biased, positive or negative [110].

surface topography is very smooth and particle borders are not
completely discernible in the AFM image. On the other hand,
they are easily perceived in the KFM micrograph, where the
interparticle spaces are more positive than the particle core
areas. These results show a large heterogeneity within these
particles. Latex films were analysed by other microscopy
techniques showing that the particles are heterogeneous due to
microchemical differences within their domains.

4.2. Silica-on-wafer thin film

The usual calibration sample for KFM is a thin silica film
(grown by oxidation of a silicon wafer surface), partially
covered with thin stripes of gold. When these are connected
to a DC power supply, they form an array of alternating
interdigitated electrodes, as shown in figure 11.

When the electrodes are polarized and then short-
circuited, KFM imaging reveals the formation and dissipation
of electrostatic patterns on silica. These are strongly dependent
on the relative humidity (RH) and temperature, under an argon
atmosphere (figure 12).

Figure 12 is a potential pattern representation in both
space and in time. Following the image from top to
bottom, many changes are observed with time, in consecutive
micrographs as well as within any micrographs recorded at
70% or 50% RH values. When the electrodes are polarized
under 50% RH, the initial patterns show little or no observable
changes. However, the image recorded at 70% RH shows that
the electric pattern changes gradually with time.

When the electrodes are all grounded, consecutive
micrographs recorded at 70% RH show pronounced variations,
while those recorded at lower humidity are very stable.

Electrostatic charging and discharging are thus much
faster at high relative humidity, showing that the charged
or discharged silica states both change faster under high
humidity. On the other hand, pattern preservation is more
effective under low humidity. Charge dissipation under high
humidity is well known and it is often assigned to increased
surface conductance. However, increased charge accumulation
at high humidity is not expected within any models for
surface charge accumulation, except those based in water ion
partitioning [109, 110].

This results are explained using a model that considers
the existence of atmospheric water and thus of ions formed
by water dissociation. In figure 13, there is a schematic
representation of this model for the electrostatic patterning on
the silica surface.

4.3. Stöber silica particles

Silica particles with low size dispersity can be prepared by
a convenient method proposed by Stöber et al [164]. Minor
changes in the preparation parameters produce particles in
different size ranges and these can be further used to make
thin silica films and glasses. Figure 14 shows AFM and
KFM micrographs from dry silica particles prepared by this
method. KFM images show that the interior of the particles is
more negative than their shells and interstitial domains [165],
with steep potential gradients at the particle borders. Imaging
particles of different average sizes, it is also possible to observe
that smaller particles show large differences in electrostatic
potential, while larger particles show more uniform core–shell
particle potential patterns (figure 14).

Figure 12. KFM micrograph of a silica-on-wafer thin film partially covered with interdigitated electrodes. Successive changes on electrode
polarization, acquisition time and relative humidity were made during image acquisition, as indicated at the sides of the figure. Brighter areas
are positive; darker areas are negative.
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Figure 13. Schematic model for the behaviour of water molecules in the electrodes and silica surface, as well as of the silanol groups on
silica: (a) in the initial state, the water film is neutral, at the gas–solid interfaces; (b) when an electrode set is biased, surface ions migrate to
electrodes carrying potential of opposite signal; (c) silanol groups are slowly converted to silicate while H+ ions are discharged at the
grounded electrode; (d) when the electrodes are all grounded, ions at the surface film migrate re-forming a neutral water layer; (e) silicate
groups bind H+ ions from water and they are thus neutralized.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. AFM (left) and KFM (right) images of the larger (about 141 nm, top) and smaller (about 36 nm, bottom) Stöber silica particles.
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Figure 15. Macroscopic potential maps measured on a polyethylene slab (3 cm × 1 cm) using a Kelvin electrode, as a function of
equilibration time. Red rectangles delimit the LDPE sample area.

4.4. Thermoplastics

Typical thermoplastics such as polyethylene, polypropylene
and polystyrene are formed by linear or branched chains
containing carbon and hydrogen atoms, which should produce
only electroneutral structures. Some other species bearing
electric charges are expected in thermoplastics due to:
(i) contaminants, including catalyst residues; (ii) charged
species tribochemically produced during extrusion and other
thermomechanical processing; (iii) oxidation and photo-
oxidation products due to air and sunlight exposure; and
(iv) other high-energy species formed due to background
radiation such as cosmic rays. Electroneutrality in any physical
medium implies that ionic species carrying opposite charges
should occupy neighbouring sites and that they should also
move simultaneously [166].

The distribution of electric potentials in thermoplastics
observed using KFM was reported for the first time by this
group, showing irregular electric patterns on polyethylene and
polypropylene surface with high contrast [106]. Topography
and electric potential images were simultaneously obtained
and a variable degree of correlation is observed between
them, giving evidence of the independence of topography and
electrical features on the sample.

In recent work by this group (to be published),
macroscopic potential measurements on the surface of low
density polyethylene (LDPE) slabs (3 cm2) lying on an
aluminium plate showed heterogeneous behaviour between
neighbouring areas both concerning the potential distribution
in the surface plane and the decay as a function of
time. Successive maps of potential distribution on the same
polyethylene sample are presented in figure 15.

Polyethylene slabs were carefully washed with NaOH
solution and rinsed many times with distilled and deionized
water. They were then deposited on the aluminium plate to dry
in an oven at 60 ◦C and potential measurements started right

after drying. Potential maps were acquired using a scanning
Kelvin electrode of diameter 5 mm, which determines the size
of the pixels on the image. The relative humidity was kept at
(60 ± 2)% and the temperature at (25 ± 2) ◦C.

Measurements taken just after the samples were corona
charged show three distinct areas: (1) a negative potential
area (<−200 V in many points) on the polyethylene slab;
(2) a bordering area on the aluminium plate with potential
predominantly negative and (3) an outer region over the
aluminium plate with zero potential. The potential bars are
in grey scale and scanning times are between 0 and 100 h.

Polyethylene potential decays with the time and, after
20 h, less negative potential areas can be observed on the
slab, forming a heterogeneous pattern. Neighbouring regions
showing distinct potential values and the heterogeneous
pattern persist for more than 80 h until the potential reaches
equilibrium.

Thermoplastics showing large overall electrostatic poten-
tials are not easily imaged in the scanning probe microscope.
However, if they are allowed to equilibrate under a defined rel-
ative humidity, preferably above 50%, KFM micrographs can
be obtained [106].

Thus, thermoplastics show electrified domains in any size
range, from a few tens of nanometres to many centimetres and
probably also above and below this range.

In the case of thermoplastics, the identity of charges could
not yet be established as effectively as in the case of latex or
silica particles. This is because sampling for analytical TEM
necessarily involves ultramicrotomy and, thus, there is a large
possibility for tribochemical charge formation.

4.5. Cellulose

Cellulose is a neutral polymer that may carry some acid–base
groups due to oxidation, especially carboxyl and carboxylate
groups. In this laboratory it was used to study charge
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Figure 16. Potential versus time curves for paper under a N2 atmosphere: (a)–(c) One sheet of paper, RH from 10–70%; (d) six sheets of
paper, RH = 10% [27].

induction and dissipation in dielectrics. Electrostatic charge
is accumulated on cellulose following the approximation of a
charged acrylic sheet. Then it is dissipated when the acrylic
inductor is moved away [27]. Electrostatic potential adjacent to
cellulose sheets was determined using a Kelvin voltmeter set-
up. The paper samples were placed beneath the electrode, and
the acrylic inductor was approximated either beneath or above
the cellulose sheet, under room temperature and a humidified
N2 atmosphere. The measured potential (V ) was recorded as a
function of time during the consecutive charging–discharging
cycles, as shown in figure 16 for different relative humidity
values (10–70%) and numbers of paper sheets.

In figure 16(a), a scheme shows the correlation between
potential curve features and the experimental procedure steps:
(1) introduction of the Kelvin electrode; (2) introduction of the
inductor beneath the electrode; (3) insertion of the paper sheet
between the electrode and the inductor (charging step) and
(4) removal of the inductor, measuring the induced potential
decay (dissipation step).

Under a positive inductor potential, paper acquires excess
negative charges, which are lost when the inductor is removed.
A symmetrical behaviour was observed for charge build-up
and dissipation curves together with a pronounced effect of
the relative humidity. Maximum and minimum potentials read
when the inductor is introduced or removed change as well as
the decay rate constants (k) of the V × t curves that were fitted
according to the V = V0 + [Ae(−kt)] equation.

Increase in the number of paper sheets or in the relative
humidity increases the amount of adsorbed water separating
the electrode and the inductor.

These results are explained as follows: atmospheric water
adsorbed on the insulator surface acquires excess charges due
to the displacement of the water dissociation equilibrium under
a non-zero potential. This results in adsorption ion imbalance
and in excess concentration of H(H2O)+n or OH(H2O)−n
depending on the applied potential. When the acrylic inductor
is removed from the vicinity of the cellulose, water ion clusters
are desorbed to the atmosphere and the potential on the paper
sheet falls back to the initial value.
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This model is based on simple and classical concepts
which have been extensively applied in colloid and surface
science: the existence of ions in the atmosphere, water self-
ionization equilibrium, excess local charge formation under
a non-zero potential according to the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation distribution and adsorption equilibrium. These ideas
have not been previously applied to explain electrostatic
induction phenomena in insulators, but so far they have been
successfully used in the authors’ laboratory.

5. Conclusion and perspectives

Electrostatic charging and discharging phenomena are associ-
ated with a large number of complex physico-chemical events
including some that are very poorly known. We can thus eas-
ily understand why they have evaded the theoretical and even
phenomenological frameworks that were built for them.

The fundamental question of the identity of the species
that account for charge excess in insulators still receives
conflicting answers in the literature, but reports evidencing the
role of ions are being published in increasingly larger numbers.
The complexity of the role of water is now acknowledged,
especially as a source of ions, and the introduction of ideas
on the atmosphere as a source and sink of ions is giving a new
impetus to models based on water ion adsorption, providing
detailed and effective explanations for a number of puzzling
observations.

Progress along this line depends on a large amount of
currently unavailable information. First, the electrochemistry
of the air under ambient conditions is not a developed area
as opposed to the rather mature state of electrochemistry in
plasmas and condensed matter. Electrochemistry at the solid–
gas interface is almost exclusively devoted to the study of high-
temperature fuel cells within very specific systems. Water is
truly ubiquitous: not only does it bind tightly to most solid
surfaces, including polymers, but it is also tenaciously soluble
in non-polar media such as hydrocarbons, albeit in rather
limited amounts.

The situation is further complicated by one simple factor:
few excess charges generate large electrostatic potentials.
Thus, ion excess concentrations that are not detected using
the most sophisticated current tools can account for easily
measurable potentials.

Another major new advancement is the recognition of the
ubiquity of complex charge patterns, since they have been
found in any insulator surface that has been examined so
far. This is a major conceptual departure from ideas based
on the behaviour of metals and semiconductors that have
permeated this field. Analogy to metals led almost every
researcher in electrostatics to give greater or lesser attention
to the triboelectric series that were established by analogy to
the contact potential series in metal–metal junctions. However,
metal surfaces are equipotential, other than for changes caused
by geometry and by oxide and contaminating layers, while
insulators are not at all equipotential.

As a result of conceptual developments, reproducible
electrostatic patterns are being obtained in a growing number

of systems, showing that the underlying electrification models
are more and more adequate.

Control of electrostatic charge and discharge is needed for
increased health and safety compliance, especially in relation
to powder explosion control.

Tesla devoted his attention to the possibility of collecting
atmospheric electricity and using it as a source of power. The
USPTO patent database describes many ideas and devices for
that purpose but these are currently not even considered as
a possibility for alternative power generation. On the other
hand, atmospheric electricity continues to take a heavy toll
in human lives every year. Knowing ‘what’ atmospheric
electricity is, i.e. which are the charge bearing species
and the mechanisms for their formation and dissipation,
will certainly help us to handle it better than we can do
now. Moreover, since atmospheric electricity is intimately
connected to thunderstorms, its control may open the way
for the control of currently disastrous storms followed by
devastating floods throughout the world.

Closer to the ground, clear recognition of the interplay
between water (at interfaces or bulk phase) and surrounding
electrostatic fields can lead to progress in many areas, from
electric phenomena in low-conductivity liquids to adsorption
and nucleation, including fascinating biological problems that
are currently more or less overlooked.

To sum up, we are now in at a moment of acceleration of
knowledge in an old and problematic area, even though some
may consider it ‘well established’. An important new actor
in this play is water, as pervasive as electrostatic phenomena
themselves. We can then expect further faster progress
both concerning our understanding of natural phenomena
and a large number of applications and conceivable new
technologies.
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